**ADD LUSTRE TO YOUR LOCKS**

**Head and Shoulders**

Head and Shoulders shampoo has over the years established a tremendous customer loyalty in terms of the promises it has stood up on, in clearing hair related issues and protecting the shaft of the hair, by keeping the moisture of the hair intact. Having been introduced in the year 1961, head and Shoulders basks on the presence of those ingredients, which has guaranteed and will guarantee to keep bad hair day at bay. Shampoos work best, when it is kept on the hair for 1-2 minutes, after the hair has been given hot oil massage. This process is bound to give a unique shine to the hair, which will make one feel the softness of their strands. Starting at BD 1.175, Head and Shoulders is available for solving every hair woes, and it can be readily be found in hypermarkets, supermarkets and departmental stores. Overall, Head and Shoulders hits the bull’s eye in keeping the scalp clean and moisturized.

**Dove**

Who does not love Dove? Dove has over the years established itself in giving a unique glow to its customers, which has indeed resulted in the establishment of a strong customer loyalty base. Body Lotion, crème, deo, shampoo and what not? Dove contains the presence of those special ingredients, which not just solves the hair woes, but also nourishes the scalp, thus giving a velvety touch to the locks. As explained earlier, the shampoo works best when it settles for 1-2 minutes on the hair, and it works wonders if a hot oil massage is given to the hair. Starting at BD 1.895, it is available for solving multiple number of problems, and one can find it in hypermarkets, supermarkets and departmental stores. As a whole, Dove races ahead in giving a silky touch to the hair.

And the winner is: Though both the shampoos are unique in their own way, Head and Shoulders wins the crown in giving a problem free scalp and a healthy look to the locks. Go for it!

---

**ADORNING GORGEOUS WRIST PIECES**

Who does not love watches? Who does not enjoy adorning their left hand with a watch, which not just tells the time, but gives a unique look owning to the way, it has been designed? The unique piece, which started off as a plain looking one, soon came out with exciting designs, which in turn resulted in ‘Watch’ becoming a strongmember of fashion. Available in various and beautiful designs, where some are studded with precious stones and some have a plain look, incorporating watch in your daily life, is definitely bound to increase your fashion quotient and give you a different and a unique look. What appears to run in thousands of dinars, one can easily catch hold of them at a relatively cheaper rate at Bab Al Bahrain, with the same precious stones, which holds value, and makes one stand out from the usual crowd. Every fashionable thing has its own set of benefits, which give it the look of a bracelet rather than a watch. Who does not love bracelets? Though getting hold of them proves to be an expensive affair, if, the watch showcases the time, and its beauty in the form of precious stones, which gives one the feeling of a ‘Bracelet cum Watch’. Every fashionable thing is remarkable in its own way, which defines not just one’s fashion sense, but their overall personality.

Feels different, good different: How boring and clichéd are the watches we keep putting on, or have been doing so in the past? Adorning your left hand, with precious stone watches, is bound to make one stand out of the crowd, where one feels special and adorable. Available in different stones: How jubilant would one feel if the watches were available in Emerald, Ruby, and the list go on. Getting hold of watches as per the colour of your clothes, and its ability to gel on any attire is something that will make one incorporate this accessory in their daily life.

Is your ultimate jewelry piece: How expensive is a jewellery piece? How much do we have to shell to make our party look attractive? Precious stone watches is no less than a Jewellery piece, and can be worn anytime of the day, thus making the look more fashionable and attractive.

Available at economical value: Precious stone watches are indeed expensive which may not be affordable for a few. Good news over here is that, it is available at a cheaper rate, where the starting price is BD 70, and the ability to offer good quality is quite commendable and exciting.

So, when are you off to adorn your hands with this mesmerizing accessory?